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STYLISTIC ANALYSIS AND THE INTERPRETATION OF 
THE PROLOGUE OF THE CHRISTUS PATIENS: 

A CASE STUDY 

by Gerhard.Swart 
(University of Pretoria) 

Since it is a deliberate imitation of the dramatic poetry of Euripides, the 
Christus patiens may be pardoned for being, to a considerable extent, a 
show-case of rhetorical figures and poetic devices of all kinds. 1 This is 
especially true of the prologue - and understandably so, by virtue of the 
general tendency of literary works to commence somewhat stiff-legged and 
in grandiloquent style. However, in the prologue of the Christus patiens 
stylistic devices may be seen to play an important role in the articulation 
of structural elements, i.e. in the ordering of the discourse. For this reason, 
an interpretation of the prologue - or, for that matter, of the entire play 
- should not be attempted without due attention to the analysis of its 
stylistic features. 

The main part of this study is just such an analysis of the prologue of the 
Christus patiens, the interpretation that is based upon it being rather ten
tative, due to the scarcity of literary studies and the virtual non-existence 
of detailed commentaries on this play. 

Note that the term 'prologue' here does not refer to the hypothesis of 
the play (which contains an indication of its centonic nature and a short 
summary of the opening scene) but to the proper dramatic prologue- a 
monologue, spoken in this case by the protagonist, explaining the essence 
of the tragic situation, indicating the identity of the speaking character, as 
well as the the precise moment within the course of the 'mythical' events at 
which the dramatic plot commences, and concluding with the indication of 
an external event that sets the action in motion. This monologue is spoken 
by the mother of Christ, the ElE016xoc;, presumably occupying the stage 
all by herself. It is a lengthy monologue (like many others in this play), 
comprising ninety iambic trimeter verses. 

* * * 
The syntactical structure of the first two sentences ( vv. 1-31) recalls the 
opening lines of the Euripidean Medea: EL9' wcpd\' ... fl7JO' . .. · ou yap 
&v .... These lines refer to a 'mythical' event which the speaker identifies 
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as the first cause of the present unfavourable situation. Simultaneously, it 
serves to indicate the resentment which the 8w-r6xo<:; feels at this situation, 
expressing an unattainable wish that this had never occurred: 

E18' W<pEA' ev AElf.!.WVL[..lYJO' EpltElV O<pl<:;, 
f-lYJO' ev VcXTCCXl<Jl -rouo' U<pEOpEUElV op&.xwv 
&.yxuAOf-l~1:YJ<:;· 2 

Within these lines, there are some details worth noticing. Firstly, the 
protasis consists of two parallel expressions referring to the same event: the 
serpent intruding in the garden (cf Gen 3). Syntactically this parallelism 
resembles the first five lines of the Medea, though semantically it reflects 
the type of parallelism which characterizes most of the poetic diction of 
the Old Testament. Note, secondly, the attribute &.yxuAOf-l~1:YJ<:; ( v. 3). It is 
placed in the emphatic position at the end of the second of these phrases. 
Lexically and poetically, it is a perfect choice: it gives an almost visual 
description of the serpent, while stressing its lethal wiliness ( cf Gen 3.1). 

The results of this initial event are listed as a series of explanations for 
the implicit apodosis of the conditional sentence: 'If only . . . (then all 
would have been well); for then ... ' ( vv. 3b-31): 

ou yap &v n:AEupi.i<:; <pUf-liX, 
f-l~'YJP yevou<; OU<HYJVO<; ~n:IX1:YJf.!.€VYJ 
cOAf-lYJf-liX cOAf.!.iiV 1t1XVc01:0Af.!.OV &v EcAYJ, 
epvou<:; epwcl 9Uf.!.OV exn:EltAYJYf-leVYJ, 
8EwcrEw<; n:ELcr8Ei:criX -ruxEi:v 1Xu-r68Ev· 
ouo' &v <piXyEi:v n:dcriXcriX x1Xpn:ou -rov n:6m v 

-rou f-lYJOE cruf-l<pepovcoc; IXu-r[xiX cr<plm, 
AElf.!.WVO<:; e~<j>Xl<J1:0 1:0U ltiXVOA~[ou, 
AUf.!.YJV XIX-r1XxpL8Ei:criX x!Xt Auypov f.!.Opov, 
f-l~'YJP -rexvwv -r' ~XOU<JEV ex OU<JXOl1:LIX<:; 
f-lOYO<J1:0XOUcr' WOl<JL 1:' ef-l1t1XpElf-leVYJ, 
top<;> -r' &v cj)xEL -r~voE y~v oAE8pl1Xv 
cruv &.vopt )(C(L 1:eXVOl(Jl v &.pi.i<:; U<J1:cX1:YJ<:;, 
lin:Ep 1:EXELV wplcr1:0 AUltiXl<:; )(C(L (J1:0VOl<:;, 
OliXOOXcX<:; 1:E 1t1Xp1X1tef-lltEl v c(i} ~[<p, 
OliXAAIXy&.c; -r' ev1:EU8Ev EupEi:v £~6xouc;· 
ouo' &v yevo<:; -r' OAWAEV &.vSpwn:wv &n:IXV 
xiXt -rov .6.uviX-rov &.f.SIXvEi:v E:n:ELcre n:wc; 
&.yiX86-rYJ-rl o!Xn:eo<p x!Xnev!Xl 
XIXl vwc; ~po-rwS~viX[ 1:E X !XL -rA~criXL n:&.Soc;· 
ouo' ClV eyw n:e<pUXIX f-l~1:Yjp 1t1Xp8evo<:; 
xiXt vuv E:xf.uov 'Il.ov £AxEcr81XL xplcrEL 
OUpcXVlOV, y~iVOV, clXpiXl<pV~ yOVIXL<:;, 
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(oc:i:v -r' £<pptnov -rovoc: xcxSu~ptall~vov, 
C:tnp ocxf.wv <p~pouacx, <pc:u, OEl v~v <pA6ycx, 
~ a<poopcx ll<Xlll&aac:t llE xcxt oovEi: x~cxp 
xcxt xcxpOlcxv OLE tal v we; porc-rpov ll~Y<X, 
we; VYJcpEXWc; ~UGE ~U!lEWV y~pwv, 
1"YJAEaxorcotc; Dll!l<Xat rc&v-rwc; rcpo~Mrcwv. 

30 

This lengthy exposition is neatly structured by syntactic articulation that 
supports its semantic continuity. The main units are introduced by ou y&p 
C:tv ( v. 3), ouo' C:tv ( v. 8), ouo' C:tv ( v. 19), and ouo' C:tv ( v. 23). Semantically, 
these units concern the following aspects: 

1. the first sin committed by Eve, mother of the human race; 
2. the immediate consequences: she is banned from paradise, condemned 
to the woes of childbearing, and suffers hardship on this earth together 
with her husband and children; 
3. the further consequences: the entire human race is in a state of decay 
that can only be rectified by the intervention of God - assuming human 
nature and suffering; 
4. the present result: the virgin mother suffers as she hears of her son 
being dragged before a court of judgement, and she fears to see him being 
maltreated. 

Concerning the first of these four units ( vv. 3-7) the following may be 
noted: 

• The act itself (i.e. eating of the forbidden fruit) is not defined, but is 
referred to in terms expressing abhorrence of its audacious nature: -rOA!lYJll<X 
1"0A!l<iv rccxv-ro-roAllov &v hAY) ( v. 5).3 This attitude towards the first sin is 
emphasized by the almost obtrusive alliteration produced by repetition of 
the stems -roA!l<X- and -rAcx- in four consecutive words. 
• The rest of the syntactic unit is structured concentrically around this line, 
adding further emphasis to the central statement. The lines immediately 
preceding and following it contain indications of the mental state that led 
to such an audacious act, expressed by the participles ~TC<X1"YJ!l~VYJ ( v. 4) 
and txrcE7tAYJW~VYJ ( v. 6) - note the parallel sound pattern - while the 
outer circle of this concentrical pattern is formed by an identification of the 
subject ( v. 3b) and of her reason for desiring the forbidden fruit ( v. 7). 

The first phrase identifying Eve, rcAc:up<ic; <flUll<X ( v. 3), recalls Gen 2.21-2. 
Andre Tuilier4 calls this a 'metaphore intraduisible', excusing thereby his 
rendering 'la femme'. At first glance it does seem to be a vague allusion 
requiring a tour de force to be interpreted. However, when considered 
within the context of the concentrical pattern of which it forms a part, the 
poet's intent is revealed. Eve, being part of God's creation ( rcAc:up<ic; <flUll<X 
- v. 3), is beguiled ( v. 4) into desiring ( v. 6) not so much the fruit itself 
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as those divine attributes which she is persuaded that it will confer upon 
her ( v. 7- cf. Gen 3.4-5). This underlines once more the hybris involved 
in the first act of sin. 

The second syntactic unit within this passage ( vv. 8-18) describes the 
immediate consequences which the first sin has for Eve. It is subdivided 
into three aspects, viz. -

(a) she is banned from paradise, 
(b) she is condemned to the woes of childbearing, and 
(c) she suffers hardship together with her husband and children. 

These subdivisions are indicated syntactically by the conjunction 'tE - and 
the recurring of liv - with the indicatives E~<J>xl<HO ( v. 10), ~xoucrev ( v. 
12), and <j)xe:L ( v. 14).5 

The subdivisions may now be considered separately. Note, firstly, some 
stylistic features of v. 8: 
• Like v. 7, it contains a participle of Jtd9w with an infinitive dependent 
on this; but the words are arranged in an inverse order, so as to create a 
chiastic pattern: 

JtELcr9ei:cra: 
<pa:ydv 

'tUXELV 
Jtdcra:cra: 

• The semantic content of Jtdcra:cra: ( v. 8) differs from that of JtELcr9dcra: ( v. 
7), in as much as persuading a person to do something differs from believing 
something. This type of verbal repetition, involving different meanings of 
the same word, is a stylistic device frequently occurring in classical tragedy. 
Incidentally, it is also a feature of Johannine style- cf. the discussion in 
Nida et al. 6 

• The grammatical forms of the verb Jtd9w (passive in v. 7, but active in 
v. 8) support the shift of emphasis which occurs on the semantic level: after 
being beguiled into desiring the forbidden fruit, Eve now becomes actively 
involved in sin, even to the point of enticing another to do the same. 

The banishing from the garden ( v. 10) is emphasized by contrastive 
technique: the reference to the garden (AElf.LWVO~ . . . 1ou Jta:vo).~[ou) 
is surrounded by an indication of the negative value of the fruit (f.LYJOE 
crUf.L<pEpovw~ ... cr<p[O'l - an understatement!) and of the conditions pre
vailing outside of the garden (Mf.Ll)V .. . xa:l ).uypov f.L6pov). Note, also, the 
balancing of syntactic elements: the indicative E~<!>xLcr'to is surrounded by 
two participle phrases, viz. Jtdcra:cra: ... ( v. 8) and xa:'ta:xpL9Ei:cra: ... ( v. 11) 
- an instance of 10 cr"tpoyyuAov, to be sure. 

The second aspect of the consequences of sin for Eve - being condemned 
to the woes of childbearing- is described in vv. 12-3 (cf. Gen 3.16). Note 
the heavy emphasis produced by the three phrases EX oucrxon[a:~ (12), 
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flOYO<J1:oxoucr(cx) (13), and woi:cr[ -c' EflltCXpE:lflEV'Y) (13) all expressing similar 
content, as well as by the predominance of long syllables in v. 12. 

The third aspect of these consequences, viz. suffering hardship, is ex
pounded in vv. 14-8. Lines 14 and 15 are parallel in structure: The first 
phrase in v. 15 supplements the first in 14, and the second in 15 (&.piic; 
ucr-c1h7Jc;) explains the second in 14 (-c~voe: y~v 6)..e:9p[cxv). Incidentally, the 
adjective 6)..e:9p[cxv is to be understood in its passive sense- 'lost' or 'un
done'- because of the last curse; the last of three, that is. (Cf. Gen 3.14-7: 
The first curse affects the serpent, the second one affects the woman, and 
the last, addressed to the man, declares the earth to be accursed because 
of man's sin.) If the parallelism in these two lines is not taken into account, 
one may end up like Tuilier, rendering ' ... sur cette terre de mort, avec 
son mari et les enfants de malediction', 7 and having to ignore the adjective 
um&'t7]<;, which does not fit the context then. 

The elaboration in vv. 16-8 serves to keep the attention focused upon the 
destiny of the woman - to bear children AUJtCXl<; xcxt cr-c6vmc;, to produce 
an offspring, and thereby to obtain reconciliation. (This seems to be the 
poet's interpretation of I Tim 2.15: crw9~crncxl oE: ol& -c~c; -ce:xvoyov[cxc;.) 

The third syntactic unit of this passage ( vv. 19-22) concerns the further 
consequences of the initial event to which vv. 1-3b referred: now all of 
humanity is in a state of utter ruin, from which only divine intervention 
can bring salvation. In these lines the scope of thought is enlarged to a 
cosmic scale. It concerns man and God, ruin and restoration. Note the 
syntactic articulation: yO:voc; -c( e:) . . . xcxt -cov D.vvcx-c6v . ... In a bold way 
it is suggested that God has also been involved in the consequences of the 
sin of mankind. Incidentally, the infinitive &.)..9cxve:i:v ( v. 20 - a hapax) 
seems to be dependent upon D.vvcx-c6v: 'the One who can restore'. The 
other three infinitives are dependent upon bmcre:, as is indicated by the 
conjunctions: xcx-cLO:vcxL ... ~po-cw9~vcx[ -ce: xcxt -cA~crcxL .. . . 8 

In vv. 23-31 (the fourth syntactic unit of the passage under discussion) 
the present result of the first sin is described: the virgin mother suffers 
as she hears of her son being dragged before a court of judgement, and is 
afraid to see him being maltreated. (It should be kept in mind that this 
passage was introduced by the expression of an unattainable wish. Thus 
every repetition of 'then I would not . .. ' is meant to stress the implication 
'but now I am ... '.) 

Note, incidentally, the explicit 8yw in v. 23. It adds emphasis to the first 
indication, within the text, of who the speaking character is. This infor
mation is signalled at tJ:le appropriate moment , when the context focuses 
attention upon the 9e:o-c6xoc; . In this respect also, the poet follows the 
example of his classical models. 

Two perspectives are delicately interwoven in vv. 23-7: 
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• Regarding the virgin mother, these lines form a crescendo, with v. 23 
simply stating her identity, v. 24 mentioning what she hears about her son, 
v. 26 expressing her reaction of shock to see him being maltreated, and v. 
27 describing in metaphorical terms the effect that all this has on her. 
• Regarding her son, these same lines form a concentrical circular pattern 
by which the terms defining his origin and nature are emphasized: while 
vv. 23 and 27 refer to the mother only, 24 and 26 explicitly name the son 
as object of her concern (ui.6v in 24, and -c6voe: in 26), adding emphasis by 
the rhyming effect of £xf-uov ui.6v .. . and ... £cppn-cov -c6voe: xcdlu~ptaflEVov 
surrounding oup&vtav, y~"Lvov ( v. 25). 

The attributes oup&vtov and y~"Lvov are here effectively juxtaposed with
out any conjunction - a fine oxymoron - and give the first hint at what 
is to become a very important theme of the play, viz. the double nature of 
Christ. 

The metaphor of v. 27 - cptpoua!X . . . oe:t v~v cpf-6y!X - is elaborated in vv. 
28-31. The relative construction allows a transition to positive statements 
in the present indicative, by which the effect of the present events upon 
the virgin mother is vividly described: fliXlfl&aae:t flE . . . oove:l XE!Xp ... 
XIX()OLIXV ote:tatv. This is supported by the concurrent transition from Eyw 
... cptpoua!X ... to the accusative flE ( v. 28), also made possible by the 
relative construction. 

Vv. 30-31 refer to the prophecy of Simeon (x!Xl aou OE: IXU-c~c; -c~v ~ux~v 
ote:Ae:uae:-c!Xt poflcp!XliX - Lk 2.35), probably suggesting that the virgin 
mother is only now beginning to understand the full meaning of those 
words. 

* * * 
After v. 31 there occurs an abrupt change of tone. By means of a gnomic 
utterance, the poet momentarily eases the intense pathos produced by the 
metaphor of vv. 27-9. The focus of attention is removed from the virgin 
mother, and a point is provided from which the basic theme of the prologue 
can be expounded anew: 

~H TCOU flEYlU"tY) YlVE:"tiXt UW"tY)()liX, 
O"tiXV yuv~ rcpoc; &vop!X fl~ otxoa-c!X-cfl, 
-c& rc&v-c!X OUfltpEpouaiX -cijio' warce:p 8E[J.tc;, 
flYJOE rcpoc; &nou rc&pcp1Xatv ai:yo: xMn, 
&n' £a-ct auflcppovoua!X yvY)atrp rc6ae:t. 
Nuv o' EX8p& rc&v-c!X XIXL voae:l -c& X1Xlpt1X, 
IXU-c~c; rcpooouaY)c; &vop1X xiXl xp&-couc; xMoc;. 
<l>tAE:t yap u~ptc; ~ rc&A!Xl -ctx-ce:t v VEIXV. 
C:x o~Xxpuwv O&xpu!X XIXtiXAd~e:-cw, 
i:>v o\he: [J.Etpov o\h' &pt8[J.6c; Ea-ct -etc;· 
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xctx{i) XctXOV yap de; cr!-lLAActV EPXE"rctl. 
" 0flEV 11:01:Vlct <puatc; ~"tlflW[J.EVT) 

O""tEVEl xMoucrct crU[J.<popcrc; n:E<pUp[J.EVctc; 

otaoox&c; cE 1:wv &<pEpc&cwv n:6vwv, 
1:0V Jl:clV"tct crUV"t~XOUcrct Octxpuotc; xp6vov, 

e:n:d n:poc; e:xepou flcrSE"t' ~oLXTJflEVTJ 
XctL fl'T)"tpoc; ctU"t~c; n:pcucon:~[J.OVOc; ~AtX~TJ 

n:ctcp6c; 8' un:oxA.[vctvcoc; oi3w:; fl7J1:Ept, 
i:)v 11:clV1:Ec; ECJ[J.Ev Ol Xct"tcr x96v' E:xyovot. 

45 

50 

Vv. 32-6 provide a contrast to the terse statement of the present situation 
in vv. 37-8. Although gnomic in character, those lines are very much to the 
point, in as far as they express the attitude which Eve should have had, but 
did not have. Note the stylistic structuring of the passage. The subject of 
y[ve:-rctt ( v. 32), that is, the definition of what constitutes [J.Ey[cr"t'T) crcu"t'T)ptct, 
is formulated in a parallel pattern: 

O"tctV . . . fl~ Ol xomct"tjj 
[J.T)OE . . . XAUTJ 

crU[J.<pEpoucrct 
cru[J.<ppovoucrct 

This is supported by the rhyming effect of the key words, while the seman
tic opposition between ideal and reality is also highlighted by end rhyme: 
CJW1:T)ptct-Xcttplct. 

Ideal versus reality: the perfect state which has been brought to an end 
because of sin, in contrast to the far from perfect, very unfavourable reality 
which resulted- but the precise relation of this reality to that initial sin 
has not yet been defined. Perhaps it cannot be defined; at least, not in 
logical terms. Therefore the poet implements three parallel expressions of 
gnomic character ( vv. 39-42): ancient hybris tends to produce hybris anew; 
from tears ever flow more tears; evil vies with evil. Within this parallel 
pattern, the central statement is emphasized by its position as well as by 
the relative phrase defining O&xpuct. 

This theme of remorse without measure is expounded in the next sentence 
( vv. 43-50). It is not stated in general terms, as in the previous lines; the 
subject is specified: n:61:Vtct <pumc; ( v. 43) . Whether this phrase refers to 
Eve (the mother of the human race) or to the whole of humanity, is left 
unanswered for the moment. The syntactic core of the sentence ( cr"tEVEL 
. .. , e:n:d . .. fjcr8e:-r( o) .. . ) provides two points of reference, from which the 
elaboration of thoughts commences: 

• To cr"tEVEL ( v. 44) are. added two participles: xA.&oucrct and cruvc~xoucrct 
(sc. octxpuOLc;) . The first of these introduces the reasons for lamenting, the 
second serves to indicate the perpetuation thereof. Note the effect produced 
by the WOrd order in V. 46: 1:0V Jl:cXV"tct . . . XPOVOV is extended to the total 
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length of the line by inserting crUV1:~XOUcrCX OCXXpUolc; between the adjective 
and the noun. 
• The content of ncrEle:1:o ( v. 47), viz. ~oLKY)flEV'IJ, is specified by npoc; txElpou 
... xcxt ... ~A&~n, the latter being defined by !l'IJ'poc; au1:~c; . . . na1:p6c; ( 1:e:). 
Both the genitives !l'IJ'p6c; and na1:p6c; are further defined in vv. 48 and 
49 respectively, and the loose ends are neatly tied together in the relative 
phrase of v. 50. 

The details mentioned above may be considered to be external or ob
jective aspects of the theme of remorse. The internal, subjective (perhaps 
'psychological') aspect thereof is expressed by the participles ~1:lf1Wf1EV'I) 
(43) and ~olX'I)flEV'I) (47). (Incidentally, their rhyming sound pattern sup
ports the syntactic balance of the sentence, the first being associated with 
cr1:tve:t and the second with ficr9e:1:o.) The dishonour and injury to which 
these terms refer, are manifestations of the humiliation which human na
ture suffered because of the first sin. The adjective n61:Vlct ( v. 43) serves to 
emphasize by way of contrast the participle ~1:lf1Wf1EV'I)i note the effective 
positioning of these two words in v. 43, directly before and after cpumc;. 

But who is this n61:vta cpucrtc; *lf1Wf1EV'I)? Is it the mother of the human 
race, the one whose origin was indicated by the metaphor n/..e:upiic; <pUfl<X 
( v. 3)? -her venerable nature was indeed humiliated by that first ~A&~'IJ· 
Or does the phrase refer to the whole of humanity, her descendants and 
heirs to her miserable condition? Or did the poet intend both, perhaps, 
and deliberately left the ambiguity unresolved? 

An answer may be found in au1:~c; ( v. 48) . If it is to be understood as 
the personal pronoun defining !l'IJ'p6c;, then the descendants of that mother 
are intended. If, however, it is to be understood as defining ~A&~'IJ, then 
the mother herself is intended, being defined by the appositional !l'IJ1:p6c; 
. . . npw1:o11:~!1ovoc;. In prose, word order and the presence of the definite 
article would have decided the matter; but this is poetry, and the ambiguity 
remains. 

It was stated above that v. 50 neatly ties together the loose ends of this 
sentence. What was meant, is this: 

• ·The relative &v jointly refers to !l'IJ'p6c; and na1:p6c;, the progenitors of 
the human race (their E:xyovOL). 
• The phrase mxne:c; . . . ot Xct1:& x96v( a) suggests (without stating ex
plicitly) that the whole of humanity is included in the destiny of the first 
sinners. 
• The verb Ecrf1EV (first person plural) includes the Virgin also, thus sug
gesting once again that the results of the first sin continues into the present. 
One may even see in this a direct reminder to the reader- or the audience? 
- of also being included among the E:xyovot of Adam and Eve. 
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• Syntactically, this line reveals a perfect symmetry. Thus style, syntax, 
and content all add to the poetic aptness of this concluding phrase. 

The following lines (51-5) open another perspective upon the reactions 
of Eve - or of mankind? - to the consequences of sin: 

Bo~ {lEV opxouc;, &vaxaA.e:L 8e:~t&c;, 
rdm:tv {-le:yLcrTrJv, xat 8e:ov {-lctpcupe:cctl" 
~yvw y<Xp ~ c&A.atva cru{-lcpopwv v1to, 
oiov 1t<Xcp<]lav {-l~ AlltELV ecreA.ov xe6va· 
crcuye:i: 8£ XOG{-lOV, ou8' op<;)cr' e:ucppctlVE:"tctl. 55 

Vv. 51-2 recall the reaction of Eve, when confronted with what she had 
done: She blamed it all upon the serpent ( cf Gen 3.4 and 3.13). V. 55 
depicts another typically human reaction: detesting that which reminds 
one of one's sin. In this case it is the natural environment (x6cr{-lov), so 
totally different from paradise. 

Note the stylistic pattern of these lines: a series of short, co-ordinately 
arranged phrases is interrupted by a two-line explanation. This in itself is 
an example of the varietas which some critics were unable to detect in the 
poetic fibre of the play; but it may become even clearer when the style of 
these lines is compared to the periodic style of the previous sentence ( vv. 
43-50). 

From v. 56 onward, the attention is once more focused on the virgin 
mother and on her present situation. This is indicated by the use of a first 
person singular form of the verb- ex~E~7Jx( a) -in v. 56, and the pronoun 
!l(e:) in v. 57: 

Etc; "tOU"tO y<Xp vuv EX~E~7JX' cXAY7JOOVOc;, 
wae' '1{-le:p6c; !l' tmijA.6e: yfl ce: xat 1t6A.<p 
M~at !loA.oucrav 8e:upo cpucre:wc; ~A&~ac;. 

Note that the conjunction y&p in v. 56 is not to be interpreted in the strict 
sense of indicating the cause of the foregoing, since the sentence as a whole 
has the conventional function of explaining the presence of the speaking 
character on stage. Once this has been done, the virgin can proceed with 
an exposition of her own involvement in the events of the play ( vv. 59 ff. ): 

Ou1tw y<Xp ~ c&A.atva Jtctue:"tat y6wv, 
cLxcouaa {l~ clxcoucra, cpe:uyoucr' ao c6xouc;. 60 
.6.6crc7JV', E{-lctU"t~v y<Xp Myw, Myoucra crE: 
"tlX"tOUcrctV OU "ttX"tOUcrctV, we; \m£p f..6yov. 
T6xov y<Xp ~yvwv choxov, cL y<Xp cpp&crw; 
1t6vouc; cpuyoucra xat cp6op<Xv vuv xat 7t&A.at. 
Oux oi8a cltptjilv ou8' E1tLtj10yov cp&ctv 65 
nvoc; 1tpoc; &vopoc; {-liiAAOV ~ X<XAxOU ~wp&c;· 
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ou y&p xopdT)c; CX[l[liX OLE<p8e:LpE 1:Lc;. 
Kctt JtiXLOIX JtWc; E1:LX1:0V; w S&[l~Oc; [J.Eyct· 
u~plG[J.EVOV OE 1:1XVUV JtWc; o'i.aw ~AEJtELV; 
II6vouc; <puyouacr, 11:wc; oouvw[lctL xC:ctp; 70 

Though consisting of a number of independent syntactic units, vv. 59-70 
are semantically linked up and structured around a central theme. From 
a stylistic point of view, it may be noted that this passage is an example 
of the M~Lc; dpo[J.EVT), the loose rhetorical style, where phrases are strung 
together without much use of subordination and often with the omission 
of connectives. In the process of interpreting these lines, however, close 
attention should be paid to the semantic structuring of the passage as a 
whole. 

The central theme of these lines is the miraculous birth of Christ and 
the virginity of the mother Mary; but this is set within the frame of her 
present suffering, the nature of which it serves to explain. Consider, firstly, 
the frame: 

• In vv. 59-60 she states that 'the poor woman' has not yet ceased from 
wailing; the one, that is, who gave birth and yet did not give birth, or 
rather, who gave birth while escaping the pangs of childbirth. This para
dox (which indeed such an occurrence was at any stage prior to the 20th 
century) is to be explained in the following lines, by yet another paradox. 
• The rhetorical question and exclamation of v. 68 refer to the second 
paradox: that the virgin had a child, is reason for astonishment. But how 
is she to bear seeing him being insulted? This second rhetorical question ( v. 
69) focuses attention on her present suffering, which is psychological, not 
physical. The contrast is confirmed in v. 70, in an exclamation consisting 
of two phrases, the first recalling v. 68, the second, v. 69.9 

The main theme of vv. 59-70, as stated above, concerns the birth of 
Christ and the virginity of Mary. The first of these two aspects has been 
referred to in v. 60; the paradoxical nature thereof is explained in vv. 61-3. 
This 'explanation', however, is nothing more than a series of re-formulations 
of the same thought, interrupted by phrases which indicate the impossi
bility of explaining this miracle in terms of logic. Thus the oxymoron of 
v. 60 is echoed in v. 62, followed by the phrase we; tmE:p A6yov. The next 
line contains another oxymoron (1:6xov ... ihoxov), followed by a rhetori
cal question (1:l y&p <ppaaw;) which creates the expectation of yet another 
re-formulation. This is provided in v. 64, but the phrase 11:6vouc; <puyouact 
comes very close to repeating the last phrase of v. 60 ( <pe:uyoua' ctO 1:6xouc;). 
The only way out of this circle is by adding a second object to <puyouacr, 
viz. <p8opav ('loss of virginity'). Vv. 65-7 serve to explain this aspect of the 
theme, culminating in the explicit statement ou y&p xopdT)c; CX[l[J.IX OLE<p8e:LpE 
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l:t<;. (Note the association cp8op&-otcxcp8e:lpw.) This statement leads quite 
naturally to the rhetorical question of v. 68. 

Note, incidentally, the chiastic structure of v. 64: 

1tOVOU<; 
vuv 

Mt cp8op&v 
xcxt 1t&f.cxt 

(A- B) 
(B- A) 

Recognition of this stylistic feature leads us to read 7t&Acxt with 1t6vouc; 
cpuyouacx only, and vuv with ( cpuyouacx) cp8op&v only. Otherwise this line 
would yield the meaning 'having escaped the pangs of birth now and of old' 
-which would nullify the antithesis of v. 70: 'Having escaped the pangs 
of birth then, how I suffer in my heart now!' 

The semantic pattern of vv. 59-70 is further reinforced by the recurrence 
of the same thought in the phrases cpe:vyoua' cxi3 1:6xouc; ( v. 60) and 1t6vouc; 
rpuyouacx ( vv. 64 and 70). In v. 60 the term 1:6xoc; is most appropriate, 
by reason of its contribution to the sound pattern of that line as well as 
its specific reference to childbirth. The term 1t6voc;, on the other hand, 
fits better into the sound pattern of both vv. 64 and 70, where it occurs in 
contexts which prevent it from being misunderstood. Moreover, it serves to 
suggest a contrast between Mary and Eve: the latter suffered physical1t6vot 
( cf v. 45), while Mary, albeit 1t6vouc; cpuyoucrcx, suffers mentally because of 
the uppt<; that her son endures. 

In sum then, the semantic structure of this passage consists of a central 
theme, the two aspects of which are jointly stated in v. 64, and expounded 
in vv. 61-3 and vv. 65-7, respectively. This theme is set in the frame of 
the present suffering of the virgin mother- mentioned only in v. 59, but 
forcefully emphasized in vv. 68-70. 

* * * 
After v. 70, the poet introduces a diversion comparable to that which occurs 
after v. 31 - comparable in function, that is, but of a different type. After 
v. 31, the intense pathos is abated by means of a gnomic utterance which 
removes the focus of attention from the virgin mother; whereas here, at v. 
71, the same effect is produced, but this time by contrasting her present 
agony to her joy at the annunciation: 

, A VY)AaACX~CX 1tW<; 1t<iACXl xcxpiX<; U1tO, 
(h' ~f.8e:v e:U&yye:f.oc; &:yye:f.wv 1:6xov, 
cpp&~wv &f.u~tv oucrlle:vwv ppo1:wv yC:ve:t 
xcxt YY)86cruvov xawcx tLOL cpC:pwv tLEYCXi 
A6yot<; oE: l:OUO ' EU1tACXYXl:O<; oux E<pcxtVOtLY)V, 
7te:tcr8e:i:acx 1:ij} cpC:povn 8C:axe:f.ov cp&1:t v, 
OUXl crcpaytov l!Y)VVOucr&v ll' Exl:EXELV, 
&:n, we; CXVCXXl:CX yijc; l:E xcxt 1tCXVl:O<; 1tOAOU. 
"OtLw<; o' £8uov xcxt yuvcxtxe:lcp v6llcp 
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lJ!uxijc; ,, EltEflJtov &ActActyfJ.bv ex f1Ecr7Jc;, 80 
Mcrxoucr' &vo:ucpl)fJ.OUcrct 't~V &yyo:)..[av, 
Elul)cp&yov cptpoucr& 't' EUW01) cpA6yct, 
o'tctV EluEl V cpp!i~OUUl V OL ElE01tfl01tOl, 
~ ijAov Ef11tupov, JtVEUflCX cruv'tE'tfllflflEVOV, 
Efl<•)"(& 't' &x&Elo:x'tov, £v9Epf10V )..[cxv, 85 
a Elucr[cxv OlOCXflEV EU<p1)f10Uf1EV1)V. 
Kcxl ltWc; CT"CflO~El fJ.OU CTJtAiiyxvcx vuv oplflU ~EAoc;; 

From a stylistic point of view, the contrast between the joy and suffering of 
the 8w't6xoc; is enhanced by the figures of both asyndeton and chiasmus: 

oouvwfJ.CXl xtcxp; 
Jtwc; .. . 

The stylistic structure of vv. 71-4 is also worth noticing: the neat chiasmus 
occuring in vv. 73-4 ( cpp&~wv CXAU~l v- x&pflcx ... cptpwv) supports the larger 
chiastic pattern of the sentence, with its play upon content and reaction: 

xcxpCic; UltO 
CXAU~lV 

Note, however, that the phrase oucrfJ.EVwv ~po'twv defines ytvo:L, not cxAu~Lv. 
If that were the case, the unmarked lexical meaning of both lX)..u~Lc; and 
oucrfJ.EV~c; would produce the sense '(announcing) escape from enemies'; 
whereas in these lines, the context requires the sense '(announcing) salva
tion (to the race) of wretched mortals' . 

In vv. 75-8, reference is made to Mary's first reaction to the annunciation, 
namely that of disbelief (cf Lk 1.34). The formulation in these lines almost 
sounds like a reproach of the archangel, for not revealing that her son 
was to be a sacrifice; but the intention is rather to emphasize that upon 
accepting the angel's message, she had reason for great joy. So, though 
finding the announcement hard to believe, she gave expression to her joy ( cf 
Lk 1.46 ff.) and conducted herself in a way which is considered proper for 
faithful servants of the Lord ( vv. 79-86; cf Lk 1.38, 48). This is expounded 
at length, in a passage rather loosely structured, in which the figure of 
as.yndeton is conspicious. The poetic purpose of these lines is to provide a 
background against which v. 87 is effectively contrasted. 

The emotive content of the entire prologue is concentrated in v. 87. In 
this line, rhetorical style and the choice of words collaborate to produce 
the intended effect: 

• The rhetorical question (or rather exclamation) introduced by (xcxl) 
1twc; recalls the occurrence of the same figure in vv. 70 and 71. Thus it is 
contrasted to the sense of joy evoked by vv. 71 ff. while reflecting the grief 
of v. 70. 
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• The adverb vuv is balanced against rcaAIXl (v. 71), so as to support the 
contrast between this line and the foregoing. 
• The metaphor cr1:po~e:i: . . . crrcMyxviX . . . opttJ.U ~£1-oc; recalls that of vv. 
28-9 ( . .. OOVEL XE!Xp XIXl X1Xp0l1XV OtElO"lV we; p6rc1:pov tJ.EYIX), which marked 
the first moment when attention was sharply focused upon the agony of 
Mary. 

In this way v. 87 completes the main pattern of the prologue, viz. suc
cessive expositions of different themes, each of which culminates in a sharp 
focus on the present agony of the virgin mother. This pattern suggests that 
her involvement in the Passion is to provide the principal perspective from 
which the further events of the play will be regarded. 

Vv. 88-90, though spoken by the same character as the previous lines, 
do not form part of the rhetorical structure of the prologue. Their function 
is to provide a transition from the contemplative to the dramatic; that is, 
from a discussion of events to a representation thereof: 10 

xcryw tJ.EV ~V rcp69UtJ.O<:; EVVUXO<:; op!XtJ.ELV, 
toe:Iv 1:e: II!Xtooc; ~v XIXXWO"IJVl)V rc&Elov 
IXU1:1Xl o' ETCElO"CtV t!' ~tJ.Ep!Xc; tJ.ttJ.VElV cp&oc;. 90 

In these lines the time of day - just before dawn - is indicated, and 
the entry of a second character is announced, marking the point where the 
dialogue commences. (The chorus in this play has a function much more 
closely resembling that of a third actor, than that of the xopo[ of the clas
sical theatre. Although in classical tragedy the chorus - or an individual 
acting as their mouthpiece - frequently entered into the dialogue in the 
same manner as the other actors, here the function of the chorus is strictly 
limited to that type of participation in the action. Accordingly, they are 
presented as a corporative personality, whose speech is not distinguished 
from that of the individual characters by any metrical or dialectal means.) 

* * * 
The main theme of the prologue may be summarized as follows: The pro
tagonist has been involved in the catastrophic results of that fateful event 
which occurred in the garden of Eden, for she now faces the agony of wit
nessing-the injustice being done to her son. This theme is expounded in vv. 
1-31, and is taken up again in vv. 32-70. Both these sections begin with a 
reference to the distant past, proceed to an exposition of the (seemingly) 
irremediable consequences of the first sin, and end with an emphatic state
ment of the present agony of the Ele:o1:6xoc;. At v. 71 the focus of attention 
is shifted to the past again, but this time to a more recent event, viz. the 
annunciation. The joy which the virgin mother felt at that occasion stands 
in sharp contrast to her present agony. 
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Thus the discourse structure of the prologue serves to highlight the 
predicament of the protagonist , by referring to the 'mythical' background 
of her present situation. From a dramaturgical point of view, this may 
be said to elicit pity for the protagonist, as the reader - or audience -
identifies with the Sc:01:6xoc;. It also serves to create dramatic tension, since 
the reader is led to realize that a sacrifice is needed in order to remedy the 
present situation. 

It has been shown that diverse stylistic means have been employed for 
the articulation of the discourse structure of the prologue. Due recognition 
of the stylistic features of the prologue and of their function is an essential 
aid to its interpretation. Even in the interpretation of short sections of the 
text, it is important to take notice of the author's use of rhetorical figures 
and stylistic devices of different kinds. This has been shown particularly 
with regard to the interpretation of vv. 3-7, 14-5, 23- 7, and v. 64. 

NOTES 

1. See A. Di Berardino, 'Cento', p.158 in A. Di Berardino (ed.), Encyclopedia of the 
early Church, tr. A. Walford, Cambridge 1992; also M. Naldini , 'Christus patiens', 
pp.165-166 in A. Di Berardino, op. cit. 

2. The Greek text printed here follows the critical edition of A. Tuilier, Gregoire de 
Nazianze . La Passion du Christ . Tragedie. Introduction, texte critique, traduction, 
notes et index, Paris 1969. (Vol. 149 of the Sources Chretiennes series.) 

3. Tuilier 's text reads "tOA[.LT)[.lot "tOA[.liiv . . . &v1hAT). To this must be objected that 
&vot"tAYjvotL hardly makes sense when the object is one's own "tOA[.LT)[.lot. ( Cf. Liddell 
& Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, new [ninth] edition, Oxford 1940.) With "tAYjvotL 
('dare' I 'venture to do') however, the ph r"se "tOA[.LT)[.lot "tOA[.Liiv makes perfect sense. 
The repetition of the particle &vis attested a lso in v. 14, but is even more functional 
here, due to the insertion of a whole line of verse between ou yap iiv ltAEUpiic; <pU[.Lot 
(v. 3) and the verb hAT) (v. 5). 

4. A. Tuilier, op. cit. 129, n .l. 
5. It seems to me v. 14 should read \opt;i 1:(E) iiv cJJXEL ... -implementing the Epic 

form- rather than \opw1:(L) iiv cJJXEL. 
6. E .A. Nida et al., Style and discourse. With special reference to the text of the Greek 

New Testament, Cape Town 1983, 26-31. 
7. A. Tuilier, op. cit. 129. 
8. Tuilier interprets this passage differently, rendering 1:ov 6.uvot1:6v by 'le Tout

Puissant ', and treating all four infinitives as co-ordinate statements. He does not 
seem to take notice of the syntactic articulation of the passage. A sequence like A 
B C "tE xot[ D is awkward, while A B "tE xot[ C is perfectly normal. Cf. Ezekiel, Exa
goge, vv. 133-134: otl[.Lot ltO"tcX[.lLOV puljoE"totL I ltT)yot[ "tE JtiiootL xotl UOcX"tWV aua"tl][.lot"tot. 
(H. Jacobson, The 'Exagoge' of Ezekiel, Cambridge 1983, 58.) 

9. It seems that the phrase ltW<; oouvw[.lotl xtotp ( v. 70) is to be taken as an exclamation, 
not as a question; otherwise it would indicate the suffering of the virgin as being 
paradoxical, which obviously it is not in the present context. Furthermore, the 
repetition of ltW<; in four consecutive lines (68, 69, 70, and 71) should in itself be 
an indication that a difference in usage is to be expected. Thus, after the two 
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questions xctl rtctc1ict rtwc; hlKto\!; - suggesting a paradox - and . . . rtwc; o'taw 

f3Mrte:l\!; - suggesting that she finds the mere thought of her son being insulted 
unbearable - the phrase in v. 70 serves to emphasize her mental agony. 

10. Even in a play meant to be read rather than performed, there exists a marked 
difference between these two aspects; for in a play which is meant ~o be read, 
the printed form is a code calling upon the reader to imagine himself 'watching a 
performance'. In other words, the printed code instructs the reader to pretend that 
the text he is reading, is a play in actual performance. The difference between a play 
being performed and a play being read, then, is only that the code of pretence which 
applies to the former situation, is in the latter case supplemented by an additional 
layer of pretence. 
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